BOOK LIST:
TEEN SCIENCE
FICTION
Defy the Stars by Claudia Gray—Constellation (1 of 3)
She's a soldier - Noemi Vidal is willing to risk anything to protect her planet, Genesis,
including her own life. To their enemies on Earth, she's a rebel.
He's a machine - Abandoned in space for years, utterly alone, Abel's advanced
programming has begun to evolve. He wants only to protect his creator, and to be free.
To the people of Genesis, he's an abomination.
Noemi and Abel are enemies in an interstellar war, forced by chance to work together as
they embark on a daring journey through the stars.

Aurora Rising by Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff—Aurora Cycle (1 of 3)
The year is 2380, and the graduating cadets of Aurora Academy are being assigned their
first missions. Star pupil Tyler Jones is ready to recruit the squad of his dreams, but his
own boneheaded heroism sees him stuck with the dregs nobody else in the Academy
would touch…
And Ty’s squad isn’t even his biggest problem—that’d be Aurora Jie-Lin O’Malley, the
girl he’s just rescued from interdimensional space. Trapped in cryo-sleep for two
centuries, Auri is a girl out of time and out of her depth. But she could be the catalyst
that starts a war millions of years in the making, and Tyler’s squad of losers, disciplinecases and misfits might just be the last hope for the entire galaxy.

Warcross by Marie Lu—Warcross (1 of 2)
For the millions who log in every day, Warcross isn’t just a game—it’s a way of life.
Teenage hacker Emika Chen works as a bounty hunter, tracking down players who bet
on the game illegally. Needing to make some quick cash, Emika takes a risk and hacks
into the opening game of the international Warcross Championships—only to
accidentally glitch herself into the action and become an overnight sensation.
Convinced she’s going to be arrested, Emika is shocked when instead she gets a call
from the game’s creator with an irresistible offer. He needs a spy on the inside of this
year’s tournament in order to uncover a security problem . . . and he wants Emika for the
job.

Hard Wired by Len Vlahos
Quinn thinks he’s a normal boy with an average life. That is, until he finds a trail of
clues the father he barely knew left behind.After Quinn unravels his father’s puzzles, he
“wakes up” ... and realizes his world was nothing more than a virtual construct. In
reality, he’s the first fully-aware A.I. in the world, part of an experiment run by a team of
scientists—including the man he thought was his father.
As the scientists continue to study him, Quinn’s new existence becomes a waking
nightmare. Determined to control his own destiny, he finds allies in other teens—
including crush Shea—and plots his escape. But what does true freedom look like when
you’re not human?

Light Years by Kass Morgan—Light Years (1 of 2)
After centuries of exclusivity, the Quatra Fleet Academy finally accepts students from
the settler planets, forcing four teenagers from different backgrounds, with different
ambitions, motives, and missions, to work together to outmaneuver a mysterious alien
enemy. These cadets will have to put their differences aside and become a team to
defend their world from a cunning enemy - but the danger might be lurking closer to
home than they think...

Zodiac by Romina Russell—Zodiac (1 of 4)
Rhoma Grace is a 16-year-old student from House Cancer with an unusual way of
reading the stars. When a violent blast strikes the moons of Cancer, killing thousands of
citizens—including its beloved Guardian—Rho is more surprised than anyone when she
is named the House’s new leader.
Then, when more Houses fall victim to freak weather catastrophes, Rho starts seeing a
pattern in the stars. She suspects Ophiuchus—the exiled 13th Guardian of Zodiac
legend—has returned to exact his revenge across the Galaxy. Now Rho—along with
Hysan Dax, a young envoy from House Libra, and Mathias, her guide and a member of
her Royal Guard—must travel through the Zodiac to warn the other Guardians.

Skyward by Brandon Sanderson—Skyward (1 of 4)
Defeated, crushed, and driven almost to extinction, the remnants of the human race are
trapped on a planet that is constantly attacked by mysterious alien starfighters. Spensa, a
teenage girl living among them, longs to be a pilot. But her fate is intertwined with that
of her father's—a pilot himself who was killed years ago when he abruptly deserted his
team, leaving Spensa the daughter of a coward, her chances of attending Flight School
slim to none. When she discovers the wreckage of an ancient ship, she realizes this
dream might be possible—assuming she can repair the ship, navigate flight school, and
(perhaps most importantly) persuade the strange machine to help her. Because this ship,
uniquely, appears to have a soul.

